The stone walls emphasize the subtle bend of the land which is characteristic of this meadow. Their forms create the courtyards which are the largest outdoor areas of this house. These earth spaces are kept private by the stone walls, allowing an intimate place within the open expanses of the surrounding meadows.
trees, path, hill, and meadow recalls a reunion; a gathering together of friends and family to tell stories, laugh, and walk together - if only to finally drift apart once again. The path then climbs
the edge of the hill and continues along the length of a larger adjacent meadow, continually ascending to the northeast. At the end of this meadow, it suddenly turns southeast and enters into a

LEGEND
1. Garage
2. Workshop
3. Storage
4. Crawl Space
5. Planter Area
6. Foyer
7. Powder Room
8. Living Room
9. Dining Room
10. Kitchen
11. Pantry
12. Sun Room
13. Courtyard
14. Balcony
15. Master Bedroom
16. Master Bath
17. Hot Tub
18. Laundry
19. Den
20. Bedroom
21. Bathroom
22. Loft
23. Open to Below